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Executive Summary (1:3)

• The economic data since 23 June are encouraging, but the government should consider a Brexit budget to 

counterbalance the uncertainty involved in leaving the EU;

• It is important to remove uncertainty by outlining frame works for a deal;

• The government should update its schedule of  commitments to the WTO, initiate trade talks with third 

countries as soon as possible, and seek to novate existing deals with third countries;

• Britain is the fifth largest economy in the world and the second largest economy in Europe. Given our size we 

must make it clear that other models don’t apply;

• The government should set out the deal it wants, and its Plan B, in case talks fail; showing we have a strong 

negotiating position will enhance prospects of  reaching a deal and also reduce uncertainty. 

• Britain should take the lead in the negotiations. We should initially negotiate with France and Germany.
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Executive Summary (2:3)

• A deal should be negotiated within the Withdrawal Treaty and should: 

– confirm the rights of  EU nationals already living in the UK;

– Offer reciprocal access for financial services based on the principle of  equivalence and the establishment 

of  a framework that gives the UK a seat at the top table in future regulatory decision-making

– Assure continued tariff-free trade

– End the UK’s financial contribution to the EU and British commitment to the free movement of  workers

– Offer enhanced defence and intelligence cooperation

• The UK’s key EU partners have strong economic incentives to reach such a deal;

• Chancellor Merkel: ‘Brexit is a watershed for Europe. If  we are all sensible we will find a sensible solution.’

• In the event that a deal cannot be reached, Britain Leave Options.
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Executive Summary (3:3)

• Trading under WTO rules, the UK would earn £12bn a year from tariffs (£6bn net); total savings (including 

the saved EU budget contribution) would top £15bn a year;

• We would pursue equivalence for financial services regulation, since this is recognised by the EU; We would 

strive to be the most attractive financial services centre in the world;

• WTO rules prevent discrimination against the UK in this area;

• Britain would have the freedom to develop new immigration, environmental and agricultural and fisheries 

policies that precisely meet its needs;

• Britain’s intrinsic strengths should be a source of  optimism; drawn-out negotiations would prolong uncertainty 

and burden the UK with unnecessary extra costs of  £200 million a week.

• In summary, a deal would maintain close relations with our largest and closest trading partner and give us 

clearer influence over financial regulation but at the cost of  forgoing £6bn in tariffs.
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INTRODUCTION

1. This paper proposes a comprehensive Brexit strategy for the British government. It identifies measures that the 

government can take immediately to counteract uncertainty following the referendum; reviews the different 

options available to Britain and their value; and proposes a deal and a negotiating strategy. It is based on my 

firm belief  that the strength of  the UK’s negotiating position will be determined by our options in the absence 

of  any agreement.
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SELF-FULFILLING PROPHECIES

2. In the run-up to the recent referendum the Treasury predicted apocalyptic consequences if  there was a vote to 

leave. In the short-term, it expected “an immediate and profound shock to our economy. That shock would 

push our economy into a recession and lead to an increase in unemployment of  around 500,000, GDP would 

be 3.6% smaller, average real wages would be lower, inflation higher, sterling weaker, house prices would be hit 

and public borrowing would rise compared with a vote to remain.”1 It also forecast lasting damage. By 2030 

“our GDP would be 6.2% lower, families would be £4,300 worse off  and our tax receipts would face an annual 

£36 billion black hole. This is more than a third of  the NHS budget and equivalent to 8p on the basic rate of  

income tax.”2

3. From a business point of  view, the great danger of  these threats was that, coming from such a trusted 

institution, they might destroy confidence and become self-fulfilling prophecies.

Notes:

1 HM Treasury, HM Treasury analysis: the immediate economic impact of leaving the EU, May 2016. 

2 HM Treasury, HM Treasury analysis: the long-term economic impact of EU membership and the alternatives, April 2016.
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SELF-FULFILLING PROPHECIES

4. Since then however the stock market indices have recovered following the initial shock and the economic data 

released since 23 June have not borne the Treasury’s predictions out. The latest figures show that 

unemployment in Q2 2016 was flat at 4.9 per cent, while employment, at 74.5 per cent, was at its highest level 

since records began in 1971.3 Retail sales in July surpassed expectations, growing 1.4 per cent and in H1 2016 

house prices rose 8.7 per cent on last year.4 CBI data on manufacturing in August showed that, while the 

climate is still difficult, orders still exceeded expectations, and exports were running at their highest level for 

two years.5 Although inflation has risen, the depreciation of  sterling puts British exporters of  both goods and 

services in more competitive position. Business investment rose 0.5 per cent in the second quarter of  this year.6

5. Together, these announcements have led some institutions to revisit their forecasts. Most recently Barclays and 

Citigroup have each raised their UK 2016 GDP forecasts by 0.4 per cent, to 1.5 per cent and 1.7 per cent 

respectively.7 Moody’s, which downgraded its UK sovereign debt rating on the day after the referendum, now 

expects the UK to avoid the recession forecast by the Treasury back in May.8

Notes:

3 Office for National Statistics, Statistical Bulletin: UK Labour Market: August 2016. 

4 Guardian, “UK retail sales rise 1.4% in July as shoppers shrug off Brexit gloom”, 18 August 2016’ ONS, Statistical Bulletin: House Price Index: June 2016. 

5 Financial Times, “UK industry beats expectations but continues to struggle – CBI”, 23 August 2016. 

6 ONS, Business Investment Quarter 2 (Apr-June 2016) provisional results, 26 August 2016. 

7 Daily Mail, “Project fear bank admits UK shares could beat Europe’s”, 22 August 2016. 

8 FT Adviser, “Moodys confident UK will avoid recession”, 18 August 2016.
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SELF-FULFILLING PROPHECIES

6. The process of  leaving the European Union and establishing this new relationship is sketched out by Article 50 

of  the Treaty. This requires the UK government to notify the European Council of  its withdrawal, at a time of  

its choosing. Once the UK government has done so, the two sides agree the terms of  the withdrawal treaty (the 

“negotiation mandate”), although Article 50 does not stipulate what this must include. Once Article 50 is 

triggered, a two-year window for negotiations begins, with the aim of  arriving at a withdrawal treaty that 

bridges the gap between the old relationship and the new one. With agreement from the UK and the European 

Council, this period can be extended. 

7. In other words, the procedure defined by Article 50 means that the negotiating period will last at least two 

years. Many legal experts believe that talks will take much longer because of  the complexity of  the UK-EU 

relationship. I suspect that the Commission will be happy to drag it out as long as possible: after all, the UK is 

the second largest net contributor to the EU’s budget. Any delays to triggering Article 50 and/or the 

negotiations cost Britain £200 million a week.

8. Article 50 does not specify what the withdrawal treaty should cover but it does state that the agreement is 

subject to qualified majority voting, rather than unanimity. This makes it a good opportunity. Whilst we must 

approach this process with the best of  intentions, the UK government should insist that the withdrawal treaty 

must include a framework for a new agreement between the UK and the EU.
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MEASURES TO ADDRESS UNCERTAINTY

9. During this interim period, there are four steps that the British Government can take to counteract the 

uncertainty about Britain’s future.

10. A Brexit Budget. First, the government should offer a “Brexit Budget” that provides an economic stimulus 

and gives assurance to business. The stimulus would be paid for from savings derived from the UK’s departure 

from the EU, some of  which are identified below, in due course. 

11. This budget should reassure voters by making good on promises made during the campaign, for example by 

cancelling VAT on fuel and to increase spending on the NHS.
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MEASURES TO ADDRESS UNCERTAINTY

12. Measures for business. A Brexit Budget also needs to send a powerful message that the UK is open for 

business. Business-friendly measures it should consider, to attract investment, and particularly foreign direct 

investment, include:

a. lowering corporation tax to 15 per cent, and lower post the withdrawal treaty (to avoid upsetting our 

European counterparts), and reducing capital gains tax for corporations to zero, to create a clear 

competitive advantage;

b. lowering stamp duty on property;

c. reducing VAT;

d. abolishing stamp duty on share transfers;

e. offering foreign source income tax, capital gains, and dividend tax exemption for companies held 

by non-doms for a small annual fee. Currently revenue goes to offshore jurisdictions. The UK should be 

competing with them, generating business for our legal and financial services industries, and drawing 

deposits into the UK banking system.
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MEASURES TO ADDRESS UNCERTAINTY

13. Reform non-dom legislation and fortify UK as an attractive residence for high net worth individuals. 

The budget also presents an opportunity to rethink existing legislation affecting non-doms, who play a central 

role in Britain’s financial services industry. A list of  options is included as Appendix III.

14. Provide legal certainty. The government should adopt all existing EU laws into UK laws, reassuring British 

and EU citizens that their existing rights are unaffected. Then, once the UK has left the EU, Parliament can 

then examine and repeal unnecessary laws, possibly using statutory instruments for speed.

15. Initiate trade talks. The government should open informal trade negotiations with third countries, with a 

view to finalising deals as soon as the UK has left the EU. A number of  countries, including Australia and New 

Zealand, China and Brazil have expressed an interest in securing a free trade agreement with the UK.

16. With limited resources the Government should prioritise those countries with strong existing financial links to 

the UK (like the US, Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore and Australia), those where demand for British services has 

been greatest (like Singapore and Switzerland) and others where Britain’s export records lags behind other 

European countries (like China, Russia, Turkey and Brazil). The two biggest prizes are probably the United 

States and China, followed by Japan.9
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9 Global Counsel, British trade policy after Brexit: ruthless prioritisation required, 15 August 2016.



MEASURES TO ADDRESS UNCERTAINTY

17. Besides the obvious strategic reasons for pursuing Free Trade agreements, there is also an important tactical 

purpose in doing so. The prospect of  increased competition from outside the EU for share in the UK – market 

which is projected to be Europe’s largest by 2040 – will increase domestic opposition in other EU states to the 

imposition of  tariff  barriers after Brexit.

18. To give one single example, rapid progress towards free trade deals with Australia and New Zealand (the fourth 

and fifth largest wine exporters to the UK) would make it more likely that the agricultural lobby in an EU state 

like France (which sells 5.7 per cent of  its output to the UK) will press its government against the imposition 

of  tariffs that would risk them losing sales in Britain after Brexit.10

19. Finally, the British government should set out the deal that it intends to do, and also its “Plan B” - what it 

would do in the event that the negotiations end in failure. This is the key step in removing uncertainty and 

restoring confidence.
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10 Dominic Raab, “If we play clever, we can keep our EU trade”, Times, 25 July 2016.



BRITAIN’S OPTIONS

20. Before the British government triggers Article 50, it faces significant choices in key policy areas, including 

financial services, trade, immigration and defence, and opportunities to develop new policies for agriculture and 

fisheries, and the environment. This paper will assess each in turn.

21. Financial Services. The contribution of  financial services to the UK economy makes financial services the 

most important issue for the UK to resolve. It is also the area most sensitive to uncertainty and so it is essential 

that the government reaches a definite agreement with its counterparts before it triggers Article 50.

22. The central challenge is the future of  the financial services “passport”, whereby an entity in one EU member 

state can offer a service in another without having to establish a presence in that country, and regulation is 

carried out by entity’s home regulators. For firms based in the UK, these are the Prudential Regulation 

Authority and the Financial Conduct Authority. Passports already cover banking, insurance, payment services, 

exchanges, fund management, credit ratings agencies and some other services, although many basic services, 

like deposit taking, are regarded as domestic transactions in member states’ law.
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BRITAIN’S OPTIONS

23. One way to preserve passporting would be for the UK to join the European Economic Area, although in this 

event the existing EEA arrangements would need some modification. This would involve the UK recognising 

all existing EU financial services laws and regulations, and adopting all new EU legislation in the future. 

However, joining the EEA would also require Britain to agree to continued freedom of  movement. Given that 

the referendum campaign showed a decisive vote in favour of  taking back control over Britain’s borders, laws 

and money, it is difficult to see this option being politically attainable. The UK would be forced to implement 

new laws which it had little influence in designing. Freedom of  movement would continue, unregulated, as 

before.

24. Ultimately the EEA option could only make sense if  the EU were willing to offer Britain had a seat at the table 

with a voice and vote with regards to future financial services legislation.

25. A promising alternative, which avoids this obstacle, would be to assure market access through equivalence. 

Equivalence – by which two sovereign countries recognise each other’s legal or regulatory structures as equal to 

their own – was developed following the 2008 global financial crisis as a way to achieve greater international 

regulatory coordination between states. It is a mature process between sovereign jurisdictions designed to 

ensure that there is little or no regulatory arbitrage, without demanding identical laws.
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BRITAIN’S OPTIONS

26. Equivalence is already in use in agreements with the United States, Switzerland, Singapore and Mexico. One 

advantage for the UK is that it has been applied particularly to cover wholesale financial services – which is the 

UK’s main strength. Equivalence has already has been incorporated into new EU financial services legislation 

like the European Markets and Infrastructure Regulation, covering central counterparty clearing of  derivatives 

trading, and the Alternative Investment Fund Managers directive. And the Markets in Financial Instrument 

Directive (MiFID II), which is due to come into effect in January 2018, contains an equivalence regime for 

third country entities. This would apply to UK-headquartered entities after UK withdrawal from the EU.

27. The EU would be obliged to consider the UK’s request for equivalence because the MiFID II directive states in 

its preamble that it will consider the size and importance of  the relevant markets when prioritising its 

equivalence work. 

28. With global forums like the G20, the Financial Stability Board and the International Organisation of  Securities 

Commissions, where the UK already has an influential voice, now important in collaborative decision-making, 

the UK should back equivalence as the answer to the passporting dilemma. It should also work to ensure that 

areas not yet covered by the equivalence are brought within its scope. These include undertakings for collective 

investment in transferable securities (Ucits) and primary insurance.
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BRITAIN’S OPTIONS

29. It has been suggested that the EU would try to discriminate against the UK in a way that is designed to draw 

financial services business to the continent. Not only would this be an illegal act which contravenes the WTO’s 

non-discrimination rules, but it would confirm the fears of  those who are concerned about a shift towards 

protectionism in the EU following the UK’s departure.

30. In financial services, the bottom line is that both sides would be losers if  we do not reach an agreement to 

retain, or supersede passporting. An attempt to wrestle business from London would probably have unintended 

consequences. Competition between EU financial centres for a slice of  London's business is likely to be self-

defeating given the importance of  liquidity. The result would be fragmented markets and a higher cost of  

capital. And given that London is by far the biggest financial services centre in Europe, with the advantages of  

the English language and legal framework, it is unlikely that either Frankfurt or Paris could overtake it.

31. Trade. While trade in services is tariff-free, global trade in goods is not. There is general agreement that the 

UK’s main objective in the negotiation should be to agree tariff-free trade in goods with the rest of  the EU.
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BRITAIN’S OPTIONS

32. As with the financial services passport, one way to achieve this goal would be for the UK to join the EEA. But 

this would entail accepting the free movement of  people and also make ongoing contributions to the EU’s 

budget, which the referendum result has very clearly ruled against. Alternatively, the UK might seek to 

negotiate its own free-trade agreement with the EU. This is desirable, but previous experience – of  the EU’s 

negotiations with Canada and the United States – suggests that it could take years to complete, in part because 

of  the Commission’s need to resolve the varied interests of  27 different member states.

33. The other option, using WTO rules, is usually presented as the unappealing default option in the event that the 

UK and the EU cannot reach a deal. But a closer look shows that it is a perfectly viable alternative. Indeed, it 

has advantages. Critics point out the tariffs this would impose on trade, but the reality is that the price of  UK’s 

membership of  the tariff-free Single Market is its net contribution to the EU budget, which was £9.8bn in 

2014.11 That year the UK’s net contribution to the EU budget represented a tariff  on its exports to the rest of  

the EU of  about 7 per cent, when the average most-favoured-nation tariff  set by the EU is 5.3 per cent.12 That 

puts the UK at a significant competitive disadvantage to countries like South Korea, Mexico and, soon, Canada, 

which pay even less in tariffs for access to the Single Market through free-trade agreements with the EU, but 

pay nothing for the privilege.
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11 House of Commons Library, Briefing Paper: UK-EU Economic Relations, 13 June 2016. 

12 According to Eurostat the value of UK exports to the EU in 2014 was €181bn or £141bn; the UK’s



BRITAIN’S OPTIONS

34. If  the UK leaves the EU without negotiating a similar free-trade agreement, UK exporters would pay tariffs in 

order to sell to the EU. The most comprehensive study of  the consequences – a line-by-line analysis of  the 

most-favoured-nation tariffs that would apply to different categories of  British exports – was conducted last 

year by Business for Britain. Using data for 2013, it found that “the extra tariff  borne by British exporters if  we 

were outside the EU would be an average rate of  4.4 per cent, and the tariff  borne on exports to the EU (the 

overwhelming majority of  sales) only 4.3 per cent.”13 In 2014 the UK’s net contribution to the EU budget was 

£9.8bn while the total cost of  tariffs incurred by trading with the single market (including the EU and EEA 

countries) would have been about £6.5bn. This is a relatively insignificant extra cost compared to exchange rate 

movements. 

35. It is worth noting in this context that the existence of  tariffs has not stopped the pattern of  British trade 

tipping towards countries beyond the EU in recent years. In the ten years after 2003, UK exports to the EU 

grew 38%, while exports to non-EU countries grew 97 per cent.14 The EU is the destination for a falling 

percentage of  British exports: it bought 44 per cent of  British exports in 2014.
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13: Business for Britain, Change or Go, p. 770.

14: Business for Britain, Change or Go, p. 155.



BRITAIN’S OPTIONS

36. Moreover, the UK would earn tariffs under WTO rules-based trading, and here the UK’s £92bn trade deficit 

and import mix works in its favour. I estimate that revenues from tariffs on trade with countries in the single 

market in 2014 would have been about £13bn.15 In other words, the UK would be £5.8bn better off  per year if  

tariffs were applied to EU trade, a figure that rises to £15.6bn per year once the net cost of  EU membership is 

stripped out as well. This is equivalent to approximately 1% of  UK GDP. The table below illustrates the 

difference.

37.
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2014

estimates

£ billions

UK in the EU

Member of  the Single Market

UK out of  the EU

Trading with EU by WTO rules

Tariffs paid 0 -6.5

Tariffs received 0 12.3

EU net contribution -9.8 0

Net loss/gain -9.8 5.8

Notes:

15: See appendix I



BRITAIN’S OPTIONS

38. The Business for Britain study found that 41 industries would bear 73 per cent of  the total cost of  tariffs. The 

greatest proportion of  the cost would fall on three sectors: Vehicles, Aircraft and Vessels; Foodstuffs, 

Beverages and Tobacco; and Live Animals and Animal Products (which would be hardest hit).16 With the 

savings from leaving the EU, the British government would be able to devise targeted and cost-effective 

support to compensate the industries affected; or, better still, a tax cut that would help all exporters.

39. A trade strategy need not necessarily aim at overarching free trade agreements. Quick wins might be possible by 

focusing on smaller, but key areas – such as a deal with India to reduce their very high duty on Scotch whisky. 

In the same way a British agreement with the United States need not have the same compass as the stalling 

TTIP negotiation. Instead the UK should home in on removing the remaining tariff  barriers, minimising 

regulatory barriers to trade in financial and related services, and aim to prevent discrimination against British 

suppliers in public procurement. The depth of  trust between the UK and the US – which is reflected in the 

levels of  crossborder investment between the two nations - removes at a stroke the need for the controversial 

ISDS tribunals, which are designed to reassure investors concerned about governance and legal protections in 

other European jurisdictions, and which have becoming a stumbling block to TTIP.

40. The UK should seek to maintain goodwill with developing countries by asking them to novate the terms of  

existing Preferential Trade Agreements so that we can continue trading with them on the same terms. In case 

of  the agreement with South Korea, the UK is a signatory (because it also covers investment), so it should not 

be difficult to do this.
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16: Business for Britain, Change or Go, p. 777.



BRITAIN’S OPTIONS

41. Finally, the UK should look to extend these agreements to cover services. 

42. Immigration. The rights of  EU citizens who were living in the UK on 23 June should be assured from the 

beginning of  the negotiations, on the assumption that there will be a reciprocal arrangement for UK citizens 

living in the EU. This would take them out of  the equation so that the issue does not become part of  the wider 

negotiation. 

43. In the event that the EU questions our distinction between EU citizens who arrived pre/post 23 June, we could 

resile from the EU Treaties under the Vienna Convention.

44. However, a drastic overhaul of  policy is needed. The IMF estimates that 20m people have left eastern Europe 

in the past 25 years, with four in five of  them coming to western Europe. Forty percent of  EU citizens who 

come to Britain arrive without a job.

45. The UK government’s priority must be to ensure control over the movement of  people, using a mixture of  

work permits and a cap decided by the government. Freedom of  movement for holidaymakers, the retired and 

students should be maintained.
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BRITAIN’S OPTIONS

46. The scope of  the existing work permits system should be enlarged to encompass EU nationals who want to 

work in the UK. The system should: 

a. Be employer-driven, enabling intra-company transfers to continue, unless they become open to abuse;

b. prioritise talented individuals, with those earning salaries of  over a certain level, scientists and other 

professionals being granted automatic permits; 

c. establish a framework for close coordination between central and regional government. Regional job 

centres would play an important role in establishing whether shortages of  UK labour exist before 

granting work permits to foreign nationals;

d. guarantee employers a decision on a work permit within six weeks;

e. deny migrants on work permits access to income or housing benefits for a period related to residence 

or national insurance contributions; 

f. allow flexibility so that central government could tighten or relax the restrictions on certain jobs. 

g. Resume previously successful seasonal working schemes that allowed employment within defined 

sectors for a limited period.
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BRITAIN’S OPTIONS

47. Such a system would need to be phased in, since only about 15 per cent of  EEA citizens currently working in 

the UK would meet the standards set for non-EU migrants.

48. HMRC needs to provide much more detailed information on the costs and contributions of  migrants to the 

UK’s fiscal balance, in order to inform a decision, for example, on whether migrants entering the UK on work 

permits could bring dependents. The limited data which the department has so far released indicates that they 

know the situation; it is vital that ministers have a full analysis so that they can develop an effective policy.

49. Agriculture and Fisheries. Today the UK imports 40 per cent of  the food that it eats. An independent 

agricultural policy should

a. prioritise increasing the UK’s self-sufficiency, output and exports; 

b. encourage scientific innovation; 

c. replace the CAP with a tailored policy that maintains support at current levels but rewards farmers for 

their environmental and conservation role within the landscape; 

d. integrate flood and water management into rural policy, prioritising food and housing.
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BRITAIN’S OPTIONS

50. Public procurement of  food – by schools, hospitals, defence establishment and prisons – is worth £2.4bn. 

Working along lines set out in the Bonfield Plan, the government should establish a new scorecard for decision-

making that ensures that British food producers have opportunities to supply this market.

51. A UK fisheries policy’s priority would be to permit the sustainable exploitation of  British waters. The current 

quota system should be replaced by a more-easily administrable system of  permits granting “days at sea”, 

which could be traded. The potential gains from Britain’s withdrawal from the EU and the Common Fisheries 

Policy have been estimated at £2.8bn per year, but these would take time to materialise, since the priority would 

be to allow British waters to recover from overfishing.17

52. Environmental Policy. A new policy should be simultaneously global, local and protective. The UK should 

reaffirm its commitment to the Berne and Ramsar conventions, but our efforts should be directed towards the 

landscapes and wildlife at risk in the UK. The UK will gain a voice on global regulatory bodies where it is 

currently represented by the EU, giving it the opportunity to initiate new standards and propose changes to 

existing norms. The goal should be to interpret global regulation locally, so that the rules reflect local 

circumstances. And there is a need to protect the natural environment from disease and pests, by bringing in 

tighter restrictions on plant and food imports.
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17: Business for Britain, Change or Go, p. 819.



BRITAIN’S OPTIONS

53. Defence. The UK plays a strong role in underwriting global security, and its European allies appreciate that its 

ability to go on doing so depends on its future prosperity.18 This is a powerful incentive to reach a mutually 

beneficial exit deal.

54. The UK has long opposed the creation within the EU of  a defence capability that duplicates and confuses 

NATO existing structures. There is a risk that, now that the UK is leaving, supporters of  this concept see the 

opportunity to push ahead. 

55. Some eastern European countries share British scepticism of  the suitability of  the EU as a framework for 

defence cooperation. The UK should:

a. visibly increase its commitment to NATO;

b. maintain its deployment of  forces to the Baltic; 

c. support NATO’s maritime capability in the Atlantic;

d. assume a greater role in Ballistic Missile Defence;

e. take a lead in the emerging Joint Expeditionary Force.
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18: Pierre Razoux, “BREXIT: Strategic consequences”, IRSEM, 13 July 2016.



BRITAIN’S OPTIONS

56. Through the Lancaster House Agreement, we should maintain and deepen our ability to mount joint 

operations with France. And we should oppose any pressure on France to surrender its UN Security Council 

seat.

57. Finally, the shared threats that the UK will continue to face alongside the EU makes it logical to formalise 

intelligence-sharing with select members of  the EU. The UK’s powerful capacity in this field and our 

membership of  the “Five Eyes” partnership should – with American support – be offered as an incentive to 

the EU to reach a withdrawal deal.
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OUR PARTNERS’ VIEW OF THE NEGOTIATION

58. There are strong economic and political reasons why the remaining EU states should want the negotiation to 

be resolved successfully, and as swiftly as possible.

59. On the economic side, the UK’s £92 bn trade deficit with its EU partners means that they have a significant 

material interest in a deal succeeding. The Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Poland, the Czech Republic, 

Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania and Slovakia all run a trade surplus with the UK worth at least 1 per cent of  their 

respective GDPs. France’s largest trade surplus is with the UK, which was the destination for 14 per cent of  

French agricultural exports in 2015, worth €4.54bn.19 A poll of  1,000 institutional investors conducted since 23 

June showed that they believed France was more vulnerable to the fall-out from Brexit than any other EU 

member state.20

60. Britain’s openness to foreign direct investment means that European companies like Unilever, Philips, BMW, 

BASF, Deutsche Bank, EDF, Saint Gobain, Ferrovial, International Airlines Group, Santander and Telefonica 

have significant investments in the UK. The German firms EON and RWE Iberdrola and Vattenfall have also 

significant investments in the energy sector in Britain. It is in their, and their shareholders’, interests that 

negotiations are successful.
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Notes:

19: France24.com, “How Brexit will affect French industry”, accessed 24 August 2016. 

20 FTI Journal, “The Brexit Effect”, July 2016, accessed 24 August 2016.



OUR PARTNERS’ VIEW OF THE NEGOTIATION

61. Nor is it simply a question of  money. There are significant and well-established Polish, Cypriot, Irish and 

French communities in the UK, which would all stand to lose out if  an agreement cannot be reached. And the 

security implications of  failure should not be underestimated. They would send a clear signal of  weakness to 

Russia; while any attempt to impose a punitive settlement on the UK which affected its economy would weaken 

Britain’s ability to help protect Europe.

62. Our partners recognise that Brexit is a symptom of  a general malaise within the EU which has to be resolved. 

As Beata Szydlo, Polish prime minister has said, “We must learn the lessons from what happened in the UK … 

We need to make the necessary changes demanded by today’s Europeans … so that [the EU] can function 

better.”21

63. Further details of  the implications for key states are set out in Appendix II.
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Notes:

21:FT, “Angela Merkel warns Brexit means ‘deep break’ in EU history”, 26 August 2016.



WHAT THE UK COULD OFFER

64. The UK could offer to negotiate a Withdrawal Treaty that:

a. confirms the rights of  EU nationals living in the UK, subject to a reciprocal assurance;

b. agrees reciprocal access for financial services based on the internationally accepted principle of  

equivalence and establishes a formal framework for future regulatory cooperation and coordination 

between the relevant UK and EU supervisory authorities; 

c. simultaneously assures continued tariff-free trade; 

d. ends the UK’s financial contribution to the EU and British commitment to the free movement of  

workers; 

e. offers the prospect of  enhanced defence and intelligence cooperation, through NATO and a new 

framework respectively.

65. Article 50 stipulates that a Withdrawal Treaty is agreed by qualified majority voting and the endorsement of  the 

European Parliament. Given that a qualified majority will be easier to achieve than unanimity the UK 

government should insist that negotiations on Britain’s exit terms and future trade arrangements are run in 

parallel and agreed through this Treaty, rather than consecutively.
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WHAT THE UK COULD OFFER

66. At all times the UK should emphasise that, until the withdrawal treaty is signed, it will abide by its existing 

commitments in good faith. But at the same time, the UK must make it clear from the outset that if  the EU 

does not do similarly, it will retaliate. It should also make clear that failure to reach a trade deal will not delay 

the UK’s withdrawal from the EU. 
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“PLAN B”

67. We owe it to our partners in the EU to do our best to negotiate a deal. In the event that we cannot reach 

agreement, this paper has set out the basis of  an alternative. It is an attractive proposition: financial services 

access on the basis of  equivalence and cooperation on an ongoing basis to establish future regulation; tariffs 

earning the UK exchequer £12bn every year (£6bn net); controlled immigration according to our needs; and 

freedom of  manoeuvre in other policy areas where our ability to act has been limited, or missing, for years. We 

therefore need a deal that matches or exceeds these advantages, and we should feel no pressure to accept 

anything less.

68. Although it is in both sides’ interests that agreement should be found, there is a relatively high risk of  the 

negotiations failing. Even if  the UK referendum vote represents a turning-point in the EU’s history, British 

withdrawal is not seen in Brussels as particularly important. The EU’s all-consuming priority is the Eurozone 

crisis, which is an existential threat that will erupt again sooner or later, derailing or delaying the Brexit 

negotiation. Differences of  opinion between the EU’s member states, and struggles between the Commission 

and the Council could also complicate the talks.
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“PLAN B”

69. As a matter of  urgency the UK needs to establish itself  as an independent member of  the World Trade 

Organization. We do not need to rejoin the WTO. Initially, this will require us to update its schedule of  

commitments – in other words the external tariffs, tariff  rate quotas and services trade commitments on the 

basis of  which it will do business with all 160+ other members of  the body. This could require the resolution 

of  some complicated issues concerning tariff  rate quotas, which permit a quota of  imports to the EU as a 

whole to benefit from a lower tariff  rate. However, this amounts to a rounding error so it should not delay 

negotiations which are costing the UK £200m a week in EU budget contributions. An alternative would simply 

be to abolish quotas altogether.

70. The tariffs that UK exporters would face are small compared to the 12 per cent improvement in their 

competitiveness following the move in the sterling exchange rate after the referendum. To put this into context, 

even car exporters, facing a tariff  of  10 per cent, would be better off. EU-based companies, on the other hand, 

would face the same tariff  on top of  the loss of  currency competitiveness.

71. Simultaneously the UK should open exploratory talks with third countries, with the stated objective of  

concluding, as soon as the UK is at liberty to do so, free-trade agreements offering more advantageous terms 

than the WTO terms it has taken on from the EU.

72. Ultimately the numbers don’t lie: it should be emphasised that a deal would maintain close relations with our 

largest and closest trading partner and give us influence over financial regulation but at the cost of  forgoing £6 

billion in tariffs. This is a substantial sacrifice.
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THE UK’s NEGOTIATING STRATEGY

73. This negotiation comes at a time when the EU is preoccupied by deep uncertainty about its purpose and its 

future. The EU finds itself  in a self-inflicted and now persistent state of  crisis, caused by the decision to adopt 

the euro a quarter of  a century ago. Stubbornly high unemployment, and the sense that the elites are not 

listening, are fuelling growing Euroscepticism. There is no sense that the institutions of  the EU have a strategy 

to end the crisis – indeed, it is impossible to end it, unless they are prepared to abandon the euro.

74. Despite this uncertain context, it is important to emphasise that the UK comes to the negotiation from a 

position of  great strength. The UK is the fifth largest economy in the world. This economic strength, together 

with our language, openness, history of  tolerance, and trusted legal system and regulatory regimes, combined 

with the global influence gained through our nuclear power status, our special relationship with the US, 

membership of  the UN Security Council and NATO, development aid effort, and diplomatic and intelligence 

reach through our membership of  Five Eyes, make us an important partner, customer, and hub for global 

business. There are no reasons why that would rapidly change. No existing model suits us, and the UK should 

make it clear that it does not need to accept a settlement at any price. The strength of  our negotiating position 

is to demonstrate that we in fact don’t need a deal.

75. The UK should in any case not extend the window for negotiations. Joining the European Economic 

Community was far more complex than leaving the EU will be – and that only took two years. The money 

saved by leaving in two years will more than cover the additional costs of  independence. By the time that the 

failure has become clear, the UK should be in a position to revert to WTO rules-based trade, paying and 

charging tariffs that would, as shown above, create a surplus that could be used to help exporters.
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THE UK’s NEGOTIATING STRATEGY

76. Analysts have noted that, after the departure of  the UK, the EU will have lost an important advocate for 

economic liberalism. Anticipating that the EU will take a more protectionist line, and that projects like the 

financial transactions tax, which have so far been blocked, will come to fruition, the UK government should 

use its new freedom of  manoeuvre to press ahead with further fiscal and economic measures which would 

extend its competitive advantage over a more protectionist EU. If  history is a reliable guide unforced errors 

made to regulate financial services are likely to yield good business opportunities for the City in the years to 

come. And it is arguable that the UK can ultimately exert more influence from the outside as a neighbouring 

competitor than in the labyrinthine horse-trading involved in EU decision-making.

77. Providing the UK government acts quickly to make the business environment more appealing, I am highly 

optimistic about the future. It is striking that the British people are showing no signs of  having second 

thoughts about the vote. The UK should enter the negotiation as quickly as possible, be sanguine about the 

risks of  failure, and be quick to draw a line if  talks have failed. The changing pattern of  the UK’s trade, and 

demographic growth and rising incomes across the world both suggest that our quest for future prosperity 

must take us beyond Europe. The opportunities opened by the UK’s withdrawal will far outweigh the costs of  

a drawn out, and possibly inconsequential negotiation. The UK has paid £1.6bn to the EU since the vote. I 

suspect that, in years to come, we will look back and wonder why it took so long to leave.
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Appendix I: UK trade with the EU and EEA
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2014 UK import / export of Goods with EU, Single Market and Rest of World 
   - Exchange rate of USD/GBP of 0.6416 applied

   - Adjusted for net wine import
Adjusted for FTA

Country 

Value of 

Import bn £

Value of 

Export bn £

Trade 

Balance £bn

WTO Tariff 

Import bn £

WTO Tariff 

Export £bn

UK Tariff 

Surplus £bn

Import 

Tariff

Export 

Tariff

UK Tariff 

surplus

Austria 3.4                  1.8 -1.6 0.11               0.07 0.05 0.11             0.07 0.05

Belgium + Lux 22.6                14.2 -8.5 1.01               0.52 0.49 1.01             0.52 0.49

Bulgaria 0.4                  0.4 0.0 0.02               0.02 0.00 0.02             0.02 0.00

Croatia 0.1                  0.2 0.1 0.00               0.01 0.00 0.00             0.01 0.00

Cyprus 0.2                  0.3 0.1 0.01               0.02 -0.01 0.01             0.02 -0.01

Czech Republic 5.2                  2.1 -3.1 0.17               0.07 0.10 0.17             0.07 0.10

Denmark 5.0                  3.0 -2.0 0.35               0.11 0.24 0.35             0.11 0.24

Estonia 0.2                  0.4 0.2 0.01               0.02 -0.02 0.01             0.02 -0.02

Finland 2.5                  1.5 -1.0 0.05               0.06 -0.01 0.05             0.06 -0.01

France 26.6                17.3 -9.3 1.32               0.79 0.53 1.32             0.79 0.53

Germany 64.2                29.8 -34.3 2.58               1.08 1.50 2.58             1.08 1.50

Greece 0.8                  1.0 0.2 0.05               0.05 0.00 0.05             0.05 0.00

Hungary 2.6                  1.1 -1.6 0.09               0.04 0.05 0.09             0.04 0.05

Ireland 12.3                15.6 3.3 0.88               0.82 0.05 0.88             0.82 0.05

Italy 18.0                8.6 -9.4 0.83               0.34 0.49 0.83             0.34 0.49

Latvia 0.5                  0.2 -0.3 0.01               0.01 0.00 0.01             0.01 0.00

Lithuania 1.0                  0.9 -0.1 0.05               0.03 0.01 0.05             0.03 0.01

Malta 0.1                  0.3 0.2 0.01               0.02 -0.01 0.01             0.02 -0.01

Netherlands 32.5                21.9 -10.6 1.56               0.84 0.72 1.56             0.84 0.72

Poland 8.3                  3.6 -4.7 0.38               0.16 0.22 0.38             0.16 0.22

Portugal 2.5                  1.5 -0.9 0.11               0.07 0.05 0.11             0.07 0.05

Romania 1.6                  1.1 -0.6 0.08               0.04 0.03 0.08             0.04 0.03

Slovakia 2.5                  0.7 -1.8 0.08               0.02 0.06 0.08             0.02 0.06

Slovenia 0.4                  0.3 -0.1 0.01               0.01 0.00 0.01             0.01 0.00

Spain 14.1                9.3 -4.8 0.70               0.41 0.29 0.70             0.41 0.29

Sweden 7.9                  5.9 -1.9 0.24               0.22 0.02 0.24             0.22 0.02

Total EU 235.7             143.1             -92.6 10.7               5.8                 4.85 10.7             5.8               4.85

Iceland 0.4                  0.2 -0.2 0.05               0.01 0.04 0.05             0.01 0.04

Norway 18.0                3.8 -14.2 0.43               0.17 0.26 0.43             0.17 0.26

Switzerland 6.9                  21.6 14.7 0.20               0.48 -0.28 0.20             0.48 -0.28

Single market minus EU 25.2                25.5                0.3 0.7                 0.7                 0.02 0.7               0.7               0.02

  Adjustment for net wine import* 0.95              0.95 0.95             0.00 0.95

Total Single Market 260.9 168.7 -92.3 12.3 6.5 5.8 12.3 6.5 5.8

Rest of World 161.4 133.5 -27.9 6.5 8.5 -2.0 5.4 6.4 -1.0
   Derived avr. tariff rate 4.0% 6.4%

Total World 422.3 302.2 -120.1 18.8 15.0 3.8 17.7 12.9 4.8

  Source: MIT, The Observatory of Economic Complexity



Appendix II: 
Exposures of selected EU member states to UK withdrawal
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Netherlands Economic: direct investments in the UK worth €177bn, earning €9bn in 2013, or 1.5% of  Dutch GDP. 

Corporate ties to London for Unilever and Royal Dutch Shell, Philips has extensive research operations in 

the UK. An export surplus of  €6.8bn; exports worth €42bn in goods and €7bn in services in 2013.

Political: the UK is an ally in many EU policy debates; Brexit may fuel the Eurosceptic PVV’s vote. 

Ireland Economic: a shared land border means Ireland is uniquely deeply integrated into the UK economy. 

Exports of  €14.8bn of  goods and €5.8bn of  services in 2013: equivalent to 12 per cent of  GDP. Irish 

investment in the UK is worth €13bn.

Political: the UK is a close ally on economic policy.

Sweden Economic: the UK is a key export market, buying €9bn in goods and €2bn in services in 2013, equivalent 

to 2.5 per cent of  GDP. Foreign investment totals around €9.6bn. The state owned Vattenfall has invested 

€2.5bn in the UK, in wind farms especially. 

Political: the UK provides Sweden with cover as a fellow euro-out; Swedish eurosceptics may be 

encouraged by Brexit. 

Belgium Economic: Exports of  €42bn in goods and €3bn in services in 2013 – 6.8 per cent of  GDP; a trade 

surplus equivalent of  1.8 per cent of  GDP. Investments worth €19bn (or 5 per cent of  GDP), earning 

€1bn a year. British banks have extended loans worth €31bn to Belgian entities.

(Source: Global Counsel, 2015)
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Exposures of selected EU member states to UK withdrawal
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Germany Economic: a trade surplus of  €28bn, or 1 per cent of  GDP. Manufacturers exported €67bn (2.4 per cent 

of  GDP) and services €4bn; the latest business confidence surveys show a sharp drop since the 

referendum. BMW, EON, RWE, BASF and Deutsche Bank are all major investors. German investment in 

the UK totals €68bn, earning €8.5bn in 2013. 

Political: the UK’s departure may upset the fine balance between Germany and France in policy debates. 

It may also encourage AfD, which is gaining in the polls. 

France Economic: the second largest investor in the UK after the Netherlands, with €91bn invested (4.3 per cent 

of  GDP) by companies including Saint Gobain, EDF, Areva, Alstom and Airbus. Exported €14.2bn in 

services in 2013; UK banks have lent French entities €343bn. BNP Paribas is a major employer in the City. 

There is a large French community in London which would view the failure to reach a deal with alarm. 

Political: the French are particularly concerned to see through the ratification of  the COP21 Climate 

Change Deal; Brexit negotiations might delay or disrupt this. The British vote has validated a key policy in 

the Front National. 

Poland Economic: over 700,000 Poles live in the UK: the largest single group of  foreign nationals. Remittances 

worth over €1bn are returned to Poland each year. Exports totalled €11.2bn in 2013. 

Political: Poland is the largest net recipient from the EU budget. A deal in which Britain no longer 

contributed to the budget could have significant ramifications. 

(Source: Global Counsel, 2015)
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Italy Economic: exports of  €18bn in the goods and €5bn in services in 2013; a trade surplus of  over €5bn. 

FDI is relatively low, at €8.4bn

Political: Brexit may energise the Five Star Movement which is profiting from widespread discontent with 

Italian politics and the country’s economic situation. 

Spain Economic: Since 2004 Spanish companies’ investment in the UK has increased ninefold. Total FDI 

stands at about €63bn (a similar level to that of  Germany), generating €3.7bn of  earnings. Spain exported 

€14.7bn in goods and €11bn in services (often related to tourism) in 2013 – Spain’s trade surplus with the 

UK is €10bn or nearly one per cent of  GDP. Twelve million Britons visit Spain each year, and further 

800,000 live there. A Brexit shock risks disrupting Spain’s low economic recovery. 

(Source: Global Counsel, 2015)



Appendix III

Revisiting policy suggestions for attracting talented people, investment and UHNWI’s:

1. Non-Dom legislation: 

a. simplifying the residency test to 183 nights spent in the UK. By reforming non-dom rules we can avoid 

driving away foreigners who spend 90-180 days in the UK and instead encourage their desire to be 

residents;   

b. offering non-doms the opportunity to avoid “deemed domicile” status in exchange for an annual tax 

payment set, for instance, at £100,000; this change in the law is currently causing an exodus of  non-doms, 

with skills the UK cannot afford to lose at this time;

2. Reform the Indefinite Leave to Remain requirements to attract highly skilled individuals by easing the 

residence requirement for applicants who have paid at least £100,000 in tax during the five-year period. 

3. Reform divorce legislation which deters ultra-high-net-worth individuals from settling in London. Reforms 

should: clarify the definition of  habitual residency, make agreements binding and end the Family Division’s 

authority to vary them. Pre- and post-nuptial agreements should also be binding, and there should be a cap on 

divorce liability on a needs basis (i.e. a return to the era before White v White).
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